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                        FREE Shipping on Most Orders Over $50Shop Now!
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                            Shop Home Espresso Machines

                        
                        
                            Browse our comprehensive suite of home espresso machines. You'll quickly see we have something for all budget ranges. Need a little help and not sure which is right for you? Read our home espresso buyer's guide.
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                            Shop Professional Coffee Grinders

                        
                        
                            Equally, and possibly even more important than your actual espresso machine, is the grind of your bean. Typical espresso grinders should have plenty of power and precision, while price & size might lead the decision-making process for pour over and French Press drinkers. Learn how to choose the right grinder.
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                            Organic Fair Trade

                        
                        
                            Chris’ Coffee Fair Trade Organic coffees have been certified by QAI to meet strict standards for organic integrity to provide our customers with only the highest quality product. Learn more about the process by clicking here.
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                            Espresso Machine, Grinder, & Brewing Parts

                        
                        
                            We offer an extensive supply of replacement parts and upgrades for your espresso machine, grinder, or coffee machine. Shop here for electrical parts, o-rings, steam arms, boilers, and much much more. If you need help finding a specific part, feel free to call or email us Monday-Friday 9am-5pm EST.
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Coffee Roaster & Equipment Supplier Since 1975

                    

            
                
                    From the back of an El Camino, Chris' Coffee was built. Family values and a love of providing quality coffee from bean to brew drives us locally and worldwide. At present, the Chris' Coffee family is nearly 40 employees strong with the Nachtrieb daughters joining the family business in the early 2000's. With the family's vision, Chris' Coffee is the leading importer of Italian-made home espresso machines and an e-commerce business known worldwide. Our recent move to a 64,000 square foot facility in Latham, NY and acquisition of an additional 120 kilo roaster, allows us a roasting capacity of 2,300 pounds per hour.
    
                

            

        

    






   
   	 

   






    
        
                    
                        Featured Coffees & Drinks
                    
Chris' Signature Blends, Flavored Coffee, Teas, K-Cups, & Fractional Packs
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                            Featured Discount Items
                        
Open box items, returned machines, and display models at a discount. To view more, visit Espresso Machine Sales or Coffee Grinder Sales!
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                Saeco Aulika Top HSC Evo Coffee Maker
            

                    
                    
                    
                    


	
    	
          
              
  

  

          

    	
    

                    
                

                
                    
$2,499.00
$1,699.00
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                                Add to Cart
                            

                
    
        
            
          	Quick view
            
                Introducing MacKenzie & Taylor’s brand new, fully-equipped WiFi-Connected dual boiler espresso machine! Combining our favorite features from a wide range of machines, the Sorella (Sister, in Italian) blends old world Italian craftsmanship and quality engineering, with modern connectivity and remote access functionality. The Sorella was designed with the younger generation of home baristas in mind, consciously curated to be sleek and elegant but above all else, provide the performance and reliability you'd expect from a machine of this caliber.
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$3,125.00
$2,499.95
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                Vetrano 2B Evo (Open Box)
            

                    
                    
                    
                    


	
    	
          
              
  

  

          

    	
    

                    
                

                
                    
$2,995.00
$2,645.00
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                Andreja Premium Evo (Open Box)
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                                Add to Cart
                            

                
    
        
            
          	Quick view
            
                A bold design and stylish image with professional and functional components. This machine has a capacitive interface with photo-realistic images and an iconographic display making choosing beverages easier and provide the machine with a futuristic style.
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                Giotto Evoluzione R (Open Box)
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                The Eureka Mignon Silenzio is a quiet, compact, Italian-built grinder that packs a big punch with 50mm stainless steel flat burrs. Its distraction-free interface and noise insulation make it perfect for those who prefer a relaxed, home espresso experience. The straightforward timed grinding dial allows you to use timed dosing, or you can use the manual mode for an even simpler experience. This is what makes the Silenzio so great, an amazing rich set of features but also incredibly easy and built like a tank.
            

        
    


            

        

        
                Eureka Mignon Silenzio
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                                Select options
                            

                
    
        
            
          	Quick view
            
                The Baratza Vario + provides a lot of versatility by offering a wide range of grind types from drip to espresso and also giving you the option of grinding directly into the portafilter or into the included grinds bin. The Vario + provides an easy-to-use grind adjustment with 220 steps total of both macro and micro positions to find the perfect setting for any roast. The Vario + can also save up to 3 different dose settings for simple repeatability and provides timed base dosing that can be programmed to a tenth of a second.
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            Sale

                    
                                
                                Select options
                            

                
    
        
            
          	Quick view
            
                With robust internals, hundreds of steps of adjustment, and an accurate integrated scale, the Vario W+ is the key to unlocking repeatable, precision grind quality at home. Setting up a preset for three different brew methods is easy with the newly updated high-visibility backlit LCD and modernized user interface.
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                                Add to Cart
                            

                
    
        
            
          	Quick view
            
                Eureka builds onto their previous success in the Mignon lineup with the Mignon Libra, a new weight-based home espresso grinder that offers precise weight-based grinding and dosing. Featuring a vibrant touchscreen display, 55mm flat hardened steel burrs, and a strong 1350 RPM motor, the Libra makes for a compelling prosumer level grinder that checks a ton of boxes.
            

        
    


            

        

        
                Eureka Mignon Libra
            

                    
                    
                    
                    


	
    	
          
              
  

  

          

    	
    

                    
                

                
                    
$799.00
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            Sale

                    
                                
                                Select options
                            

                
    
        
            
          	Quick view
            
                The K3 Touch is one of the earliest designed single dose grinders and has earned its reputation as one of the best built grinders available.  It features a 58mm burr set along with a stepless design and extremely responsive touchscreen interface.  Unlike other single-dose grinders, the K3 Touch is cleverly designed to not “popcorn” when beans are poured into the hopper and the chute is easily cleaned out to keep retention low.
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$697.20
$597.20
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                Fiorenzato F4 All Ground (Open Box)
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                Rocket Faustino 3.1 (Open Box)
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                Fiorenzato F4 Evo (Open Box)
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                                Free Shipping to Contiguous U.S.

                                                On most orders over $50
                                            
Learn More

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                World Class Service

                                                Call us direct for help (518) 452-5995
                                            
Learn More

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                30 Day Return

                                                Valid items receive a full refund within 30 days
                                            
Learn More

                                

                            

                        
                    


        

    





    
        
            
                
                            FREE 10% OFF
                        
New subscribers receive a FREE 10% Off coupon, simply enter your email address below and you'll be sent a coupon code to your inbox. Stay in the loop on exclusive deals, upcoming sales events, and educational content for aspiring baristas.
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Unsubscribe at any time.
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Espresso machine guides, maintenance tips, and coffee education
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                                4 Ways to Entertain Guests with Your New Espresso Machine

                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            Entertaining guests with your brand new espresso machine can be a fun and enjoyable experience. Whether you're hosting a small gathering of...
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                                Is Grind Retention Important, & What is it Exactly?

                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            If you’re in the market for a new coffee grinder you might’ve come across the term, “grind retention.”   We’ll discuss that...
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                                Pro Tips for Cleaning Your Coffee Grinder

                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            Coffee grinder cleaning should be part of your regular maintenance routine of your equipment at home. We get it, it’s not sexy...
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                                Let’s Talk


   

(518) 452-5995 
support@chriscoffee.com




Contact Us




348 Old Niskayuna Rd
Latham, NY 12110
8am - 5pm, Mon - Fri
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